
Week 8 Tuesday Morning SessionWeek 8 Tuesday Morning Session

•Glimpses Beyond: Scientific Study Consciousness  
(Neurophilosophy, Philosophical Neuroscience)

•Break

•Video  John Searle on “How to study consciousness 
scientifically”

•: Discussion



John John SearleSearle

Originally an “Ordinary Language Philosopher” 

Early  Focus on Philosophy of Language—published in what 
can be seen as pragmatics in linguistics

Speech Acts (1969)
Foundations of  Illocutionary Logic (1985)

Turned to issues of Philosophy of Mind in the mid-80s
The Chinese Room “argument” 

Since that time has focused on Philosophy of Mind 
in particular whether there is any “Science of Mind”  besides 
neuroscience as well as the social context of meaning 



Searle’sSearle’s Attack on AIAttack on AI
What psychological and philosophical significance should we attach
to recent efforts at computer simulations of human cognitive
capacities?  In answering this question I find it useful to distinguish
what I will call "strong AI" from "weak" or "cautious AI".
According to weak AI, the principal value of the computer in the
study of mind is that it gives us a very powerful tool...But according
to  strong AI the computer is not merely a tool in the study of the
mind; rather the appropriately programmed computer really is a
mind in the sense that computers given the right programs can be
literally said to understand and have other cognitive states, the
programs are not mere tools than enable us to test psychological
explanations; rather, the programs are themselves the explanations.
I have have no objections to the claims to weak AI...
                         from "Minds, Brains, and Programs" (1980)



Simulation vs Duplication

Weak AI: computer programs can 
simulate cognition

Strong AI: computer programs (do or 
can) duplicate cognition

"Roger Shank's story understanding program that 
contained the 'restaurant'  script can literally be said to 
understand the story and provide answers to questions, 
and what the machine and its program explain is the 
human ability to understand the story"



Axiom 1:  Computer Programs are formal (syntactic)
Axiom 2: Human Minds have mental contents (semantics)
Axiom 3: Syntax by itself is neither constitutive of nor 
                sufficient for semantics  (as demonstrated by the
               Chinese Room)
 C1     Programs are neither consitutive of nor sufficient 
               for minds

Searle's Chinese Room shows that it is conceivable (i.e. 
not logically impossible) that a system satisfy the 
Turing test and yet not be a fully cognitive system

SearleSearle and the Chinese Roomand the Chinese Room



 C1     Programs are neither consitutive of nor sufficient for minds

Axiom 4:  Brains cause minds

 C2      Any other system capable of causing minds would have to have
causal powers (at least) equivalent to those of brains

 C3     Any artifact that produced mental phenomena, any artificial
brain, would have to be able to duplicate the specific causal
powers of brains, and it could not do that just by running a
formal program.

 C4     The way that human brains actually produce mental phenomena
cannot be solely by virtue of running a computer program

So an artificial mind, if one is possible at all must be made out of
brain-like stuff--stuff having the  "specific causal powers of brains



Implication ofImplication of SearleSearle

FORMALIST MOTTO  

If you take care of syntax, the semantics will take care 
of itself--{from, Haugeland, AI: the very Idea}

Searle: Understanding is a subjective phenomena—
  Consciousness is a necessary condition of 
understanding—Chinese Room shows that if there is
no consciousness, there is no understanding. 



Churchlands’CounterChurchlands’Counter--ArgumentArgument

                       {Parity of Reasoning}
Axiom 1:  Electricity and magnetism are forces.
Axiom 2: The essential property of light is luminance.
Axiom 3: Forces by themselves are neight constitutive of 

nor Sufficient for luminance,
                {In a dark room, we could move a magnet or
                  charged body--at low frequencies--without 
                   producing light}

     C1   Electricity and magnetism are neither
                  consitutive of nor sufficient for light

But C1 is false, so the argument is not sound--So 
Searle's argument  isn't sound either



More fromMore from SearleSearle

Intelligence, understanding arises from
human biology

“Biology is ....not a branch of 
mathematics.  You can’t do biology with 
beer cans.”



A related point byA related point by SearleSearle

Further point:--Even if something is
physical it doesn’t mean you can have a
scientific theory of it.   A picnic is
physical but there is no science of
picnics---so there may be no science of
mind only a biology of mind.



Naturalizing Language  I believe that the greatest achievements in 
philosophy over the past hundred or one hundred and twenty five years have 
been in the philosophy of language.  Beginning with Frege, who invented 
the subject, and continuing through Russell, Wittgenstein, Quine, Austin and 
their successors, right to the present day, there is no branch of philosophy 
with so much high quality work as the philosophy of language….  Having 
said that, however, I have to record a serious misgiving I have about the 
subject. The problem is that its practitioners in general do not treat language 
as a natural phenomenon.  This may seem a strange charge to make, given 
that so many contemporary and recent philosophers of language are anxious 
to emphasize the empirical character of their theories of language….My 
objection is that few contemporary and recent philosophers of language 
attempt to treat language as a natural extension of non-linguistic biological 
capacities. Language is not seen as continuous with, nor as an extension of, 

the rest of our specifically human biological inheritance. 



1. Pre-linguistic forms of intentionality

2. Pre-linguistic consciousness lacks internal and 
controllable structures in thought process
Experience comes with unity built into it. 



There are three essential points I want to get across in this article in addition to 
the analysis of relations of nonlinguistic to linguistic intentionality. First I want 
to emphasize how the structure of prelinguistic intentionality enables us to 
solve the problems of the relation of reference and predication and the problem 
of the unity of the proposition. The second point is about deontology. The basic 
intellectual motivation that drives this second part of my argument is the 
following: There is something left out of the standard textbook accounts of 
language as consisting of syntax, semantics and phonology with an extra-
linguistic pragmatics thrown in.  Basically what is left out is the essential 
element of commitment involved in having a set of conventional devices that 
encode the imposition of conditions of satisfaction on conditions of satisfaction.  
The third part of the article is about the creation of a social and institutional 
ontology by linguistically representing certain facts as existing, thus creating 
the facts.  When we understand this third point we will get a deeper insight into 
the constitutive role of language in the construction of society and social 
institutions 



Patricia Churchland

Worked with Paul in promoting “eliminative 
materialism as their vehicle for criticizing Cartesian 
Dualism. 

Introduced “neurophilosophy” 

Worked actively with cognitive scientists and  
cognitive neuroscientists to forge a 
neurobiologically based approach to philosophical 
issues. 



Eliminative MaterialismEliminative Materialism

Alternative to the Mind Body Identity Theory 



NeurophilosophyNeurophilosophy

Neuroscience matters to philosophy…
(1) mental processes are brain processes, 
(2)  the theoretical framework resulting from a co- evolution    
of neuroscience and psychology is bound to be superior to folk 
psychology, 
(3) it is most unlikely that we can devise an adequate theory of
the mind-body without knowing in great detail about the 
structure and organization of the nervous system. 

Philosophy matters to neuroscience…because ongoing research 
must have a synoptic vision within which immediate research 
goals make sense

Patricia Churchland, Neurophilosophy, 1986



Patricia Patricia Churchland Churchland on Languageon Language

Ultimately, any theory of representation will need also 
to account for human languages, including the capacity 
of children to learn language and the range of distinct 
language deficits seen in humans with brain damage.  
Even if human language is unique in its complexity 
and representational power, general considerations 
from evolutionary biology imply that a theory 
postulating the absence of any continuity between 
linguistic representations and nonlinguistic
representations would need skeptical scrutiny. 

Patricia Churchland, Brain-Wise: Studies in Neurophilosophy, 2002



The new approach which is often referred to as 
cognitive semantics suggested that formal logic and 
formal semantics are atypical artifacts of natural 
language, not its heart and sould Cognitive semantics 
averred that language is primarily a tool for 
communication, and secondarily a tool for 
representation not the other way around. Third, It is 
said said that mental representation has fundamentally 
to do with categorization, prediction and action-in-the-
world:with parameter spaces and points within 
parameter spaces. 

Patricia Patricia Churchland Churchland on “on “NeurosemanticsNeurosemantics””



Consciousness and Consciousness and QualiaQualia

Subjective Conscousness
--What it is like to be a bat

Qualitive experience—Sensing the quality of purple

Feeling—bodily feelings, e.g. pain, pleasure,ecstacy

Broader Feelings(?) awake, focused, fatigued

???



Problems with Problems with QualiaQualia

The philosophical Zombie

Mary the color deprived neuroscientist

Inverted Spectrum 



Philosophically informed Neuroscience:Philosophically informed Neuroscience:
ChristofChristof Koch on the Quest for ConsciousnessKoch on the Quest for Consciousness

1. Work concentrated on visual system and on “visual 
awareness” –avoid the C word

2. Along with Crick was intrigued by the synchrony 
of “distributed” processing account for the unity of 
consciousness.  --backed away a bit now

3. Promotes a strategy of exploring simultaneous 
more “holistic” and “more local” studies. 







Consciousness as an Executive Summary Consciousness as an Executive Summary 

Awareness occurs at the interface between sensory 
processing and planning 



Our …assumption is based on the broad idea of the 
biological usefulness of visual awareness (or, strictly 
speaking of its neural correlate).  This is to produce the best 
current interpretation of the visual scene, in the light of past
experience either of ourselves or of our ancestors (embodied 
in our genes), and to make it available for a sufficient time, 
to the parts of the brain that contemplate, plan and execute 
voluntary motor outputs (of one sort or another). 



Zombies Redux

Our hypothesis is quite compatible with the existence of 
a multitude of sterotyped sensory-motor behaviors that 
bypass consciousness. A pool of specialists, however, 
can’t deal easily with novel or surprising situations.  
This is where awareness comes in.  Because the NCC 
correspond to some sort of sustained activity that 
projects selectively but widely throughout the forebrain, 
lots of computational and memory resources become 
available once an event is consciously registered…but 
the price has to be paid for this is that it takes several 
hundred milliseconds for a sensory event to give rise to 
consciousness 



Qualia symbolize a vast repository of tacit and unarticulated 
data that must be present for sufficient time.  Qualia, the 
elements of conscious experience, enable to brain to effortlessly 
manipulate this simultaneous information





Chomsky Chomsky Vindicated?Vindicated?

Chomsky promotes not reduction, but unification




